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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.This is the transition phase for learner and teacher
fraternity. Every day we are struggling hard with the technology which has encrypted in the
learning and teaching field. While talking about technology, it is pertinent question whether
technology can replace teacher? Whether we should forget the teacher and teaching strategies?
Whether we should forget about the classroom and classroom communication process? The
current book tries to deal with such several questions and takes a stand that teacher is a vital
component for learning and teaching, but no doubt the role of the teacher has been transformed
and become a much more demanding than the earlier. The current book has a presumption that
educational technology is nothing but pursuing each and every task in the field of education in a
technological way which means with minimum possible resources, minimum possible energy and
efforts and with optimum utilisation of available resources. The book begins with conceptualizing
educational technology. What does educational technology mean, what are its types, what are its
ways, how did it evolved and developed. Then it talks...
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Reviews
This published publication is wonderful. Of course, it is actually engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Vickie Wolff
Absolutely essential read publication. It is amongst the most incredible book i have study. Your lifestyle period will be convert when you full reading this
ebook.
-- Dr. Meaghan Streich V
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